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The aim of this note is to show that if for an operator Tin a complexHilbert 
space all its restrictions to invariant cyclic subspaces are of class C, then T is 
of class C, . (For the definition of the class Co see Ref. [4, Chap. III].) 
1. An operator T on a Hilbert space is of class C, (or short C,,) 
if (i) T is a completely non-unitary (c.n.u.) contraction, and (ii) 
there exists a function u E H” on the open disk D = {h : 1 h 1 < 1) 
such that u + 0 and u(T) = 0. Among these functions u there 
exists an inner function which is a divisor (in H”) of all the other 
ones. This inner function, denoted by m, , is determined up to a 
constant factor of absolute value 1, and is called the minimal function 
of T (cf. Ref. [2]). 
We shall call an operator T on !?j locally C,, if its restriction to 
every “cyclic” subspace 
e(f) = v T”f (f E 8) 
9Z>O 
is C, . The minimal function of T / i.!(f) will then be denoted short 
by mf. (Iff = 0, then mf = 1.) 
It is obvious that if T is Co then it is also locally Co ; indeed mT 
is then the least common inner multiple of the functions mf (f E $5) 
(cf. Theorem 111.6.3 of Ref. [4]). 
* The work was done while the authors stayed as visiting professors at Indiana 
University, Bloomington, Indiana. 
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The converse problem is much less obvious. Indeed, it is a priori 
not even clear that the functions mf have a common inner multiple. 
Stated in another form, and essentially relating to contractions T 
on a separable space and with the property T*n -+ 0 (n --f oo), 
this converse problem was raised by M. J. Sherman. Indeed, Con- 
jecture 1 in Ref. [1] amounts to saying that if such an operator is 
locally CO then it is C,, . 
Sherman proved his conjecture in the special case that all the 
functions m, are finite Blaschke products and then m, is a finite 
Blaschke product also; in fact Sherman proved something more; 
see Theorem 6 in Ref. [I]. 
We are going to prove the converse problem in its full generality; 
indeed we prove: 
THEOREM 1. If T is locally C, then it is C,, . 
[Let us remark that if T 1 L?(f) is C,, then, by a general property 
of the class C,, , we have Tnf (= (T / !i!(f))“f) -+O as n-+ co; 
thus if T is locally CO on $j then it is certainly c.n.u.1 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in Section 3. In Section 2 
we prove some facts on H” which we need in the sequel. In Section 4 
we obtain, using Theorem 1, a result (Theorem 2) which is a partial 
generalization of Theorem 6 in Ref. [I]. 
2. (A) If u is an inner divisor of a function p in H” such that 
/ p(h)1 < 1 in D, then 1 u(X)1 > / p(h)1 in D. 
Proof. By assumption, p = qu for some q E H”. Since u is inner, 
we have 1 u(ei”)l = 1 a.e. on the unit circle, and hence I q(eit)l = 
1 p(eil)I < 1 a.e. This implies 1 q(X)/ < 1 in D, and therefore 
I P@)l = Id4l I4Y d I eu* 
(B) Let 4 be a family of inner functions such that 
(9 ;f UI y 2 u E Y then u1 v u2 E Y also;l 
(ii) inf,,, I u(h,)l = y > 0 for some A, E D. 
Then the functions U(E 9) have a common inner multiple. Moreover, the 
least common inner multiple H satisJies the equation I ii(X,J = y. 
Proof. Choose a minimizing sequence u, from 4, i.e., such that 
I %Gu + Y* (1) 
1 The sign v indicates here the least c~mrn~n inner multiple. 
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On account of the Vitali-Monte1 Theorem we may suppose that u,(X) 
tends in D to an analytic function v(X); clearly ) v(h)\ < 1 and 
1 v(h,)j = y (and hence z, f 0). 
Consider now an arbitrary element u E 9. By (i), the functions 
also belong to 9. Using (A) and (1) we deduce that 
Y G I %z’(hJl G I %oo)l -+ Ye (2) 
Moreover, since u, ’ is a multiple of u as well as of u, , there exist 
inner functions p, , qn such that 
u ‘- n -P& and u,’ = qnu, . (3) 
Using again the Vitali-Monte1 selection theorem we can assume that 
%I’(4 ---f u’(X), P&Y + PC9 %a -+ 4@) 
on D, where u’, p, q are analytic functions on D, bounded by one. 
From (3) we obtain in the limit case 
UC = pu and u’ = qv, (4) 
and from (2) that 1 z/(/I,,)\ = y. Since we have, on the other hand, 
I v(h,)l = y, the second equation (4) implies that I q(h,)l = 1. By 
the maximum principle we infer that q = 1, and hence, by (4), 
z, = pu (up to constant factors of modulus 1). This shows that z, 
is a multiple (in H”) of every function u in 9. 
Since the functions u are all inner, the inner factor zli of ZI must also 
be a multiple of every u in 3. Using (A) we get 1 vi(h)\ 2 1 v(h)1 
and / u(X)1 3 / vi(h)\, therefore 
Y = I vhl)l G I v&)I G I ad for every u E 9, 
Hence / zeal = j v(h,)l. W e conclude that u,i = TJ (up to a constant 
factor of modulus 1). Thus ZI itself is inner, and this concludes the 
proof. 
3. Assume that T is locally C,, in the space &. 
Choose a sequence hi (; = 1, 2,...) of different points in D 
converging to a point of D, and consider the sets in 6 defined by 
(i,j = 1, 2 )... ). (5) 
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(Note that m, being = 1, the vector f = 0 is contained in each of 
these sets.) We have 
g uii = 5. (6) 
In fact, if a vector h in sj does not belong to any of the sets aii then 
we must have m,(h,) = 0 for i = 1, 2,..., and this is impossible since 
mh + 0. 
We show next that the sets gTij are closed. 
Let f, be elements of uij (with fixed ;, j) converging to some 
element f. of &. By the Vitali-Monte1 Theorem we may suppose that 
the corresponding (minimal) inner functions n+ converge in D to 
some analytic function p; we certainly have 
I ~(41 < 1 in D and 
On the other hand, by one of the continuity properties of the func- 
tional calculus for the class W” (cf. Ref. [4, Theorem III, 2.l(c”)]) 
convergence of the uniformly bounded sequence of functions mr,(x) 
to p(X) in D implies weak convergence of the operators mf,( T) to p(T). 
Since mf,( T)fn = 0, we also have 
and therefore mf,( T) f. -+ 0 strongly as n --t co. Hence we infer that 
p( T)f, = 0. This implies p( T)f = 0 for every f e f?( fo). Hence mfo 
must be a divisor of p; by virtue of (A) in Section 2 we have therefore 
I m&9 > I P(h)1 on D, 
This shows that f,, E uij , and hence that aii is closed. 
So, by (6), 5 is th e union of the countably many closed sets aii . 
Therefore at least one of these sets contains a ball 
927 = if: Ilf -f&I < 4 (e > 0). (7) 
This means that there exists a point X, E D and a positive number 6 
such that 
for allfE 93. (8) 
2 The inequality II u(T)fll Q II u Ilm * llfll holds true for every u E H”. 
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Let h be any element in 9 with 11 h 11 < E. Then h = fi - f2 with 
fi , fi E J%‘, so that by (8) we have 
On the other hand, we have 
so that mh must be a divisor of mf,mf . Invoking (A) in Section 2 
and (9) we conclude that 1 m,(X,)I >, 02” 
Since obviously mh = rnch for c # 0, we can summarize our 
results in the following way: 
There exists a point A, E D and a number 6 > 0 such that j m,(X,)/ > a2 
for every h E $5. 
We are now going to observe that the family .Y of inner functions 
mh (h E 9) satisfies the other conditions in (B) of Section 2 too; that is, 
for every couple h, , 2 h of elements of 9 there exists an element h 
of 5 such that 
mh = mh, v mh2 . (10) 
This is a consequence of the following theorem (see Theorem 1 
and the remark added to it at the end of Section 4 of Ref. [3]): 
Let !2 = 2(fi ,..., fN) be the invariant subspace for an operator 
generated by the (jinitely many) given elements fi ,..., fs . If T / !i? is 
C, then there exists g E L! such that 
In order to get (10) we have only to apply this theorem to 
I! = !2(h, , h2), noting that T / L! E C,, (indeed (mh,mh,)( T 1 2) = 0) and 
that, by virtue of Ref. [4, Theorem 111.6.31, we have mTIB = mh, v m,, . 
So there exists an inner function u which is a multiple of each of tie 
functions m,,, (h E $) and therefore u(T)h = 0 for all h E $j; thus 
u(T) = 0. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. Let us consider now the case that T is C, on sj and that 
for every h E &, the function mh has a finite number of zeros in D 
only. Denote by u, the quotient of mT. by the product of those factors 
in the Blaschke part of mT which do not belong to zeros in the disk 
/A/ <l - I/n. Let $&=keru,(T); it is obvious that%j,C$j2C.... 
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Let h be an arbitrary element of 5. Since, by assumption, WI,‘ has 
a finite number of zeros in D, all zeros of ml, are in some disk 
IA/ < 1 -l/N. s ince, on the other hand, mh is a divisor of m, , 
it is obvious that mh is a divisor of uN too. As a consequence, h E !+j,,, . 
This proves that (Jlz2i 4j, = $$ Now a Hilbert space cannot be 
the union of a nondecreasing sequence of subspaces unless this 
sequence is stationary. This means that we must have &, = $3 for all n 
beginning with some n = n, , and this proves that the zeros of m, 
are all in the disk ) h 1 < 1 - I in,, , and hence are finite in number. 
So, taking into account Theorem 1, we have proved 
THEOREM 2. If T is locally CO with all the functions mh (h E $) 
having a jinite number of zeros in D, then T,, belongs to CO and mT 
also has a finite number of zeros in D only. 
In particular, if all the functions mh are finite Blaschke products, 
then the Blaschke part of mT is also finite; and since the least common 
inner multiple of Blaschke products cannot have a singular part, so 
we conclude that in this case mT itself is a finite Blaschke product. 
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